40 Pelham Street

Site

Left; 40 Pelham Street seen from the north,
Above; site has disused garages and carparking
(now heavily overgrown), Below; ground floor
undercroft parking, first floor offices have poor
natural light and have been unrented, former
vehicle entrance to the east is difficult to secure
and maintain.

40 Pelham Street, located at the eastern end of
Pelham Street, was built in the late 1980s to
provide car parking at ground level and estate
management on the first floor. The office space,
with limited natural light, has been unlet since
2012. The proposals aim to bring the site back
into beneficial use.

South Kensington V&A Museum
Underground
Station

40 Pelham Street

The long, narrow site is characterised by two
significant features:
--

A 100m+ two storey brick façade with a rhythm
of arches and pilasters, windowless and relatively
muted on the ground floor.

--

Clusters of prominent mature trees surrounding
and a tall London Plane tree on the site.
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Wellcome’s Vision for the Site

Wellcome wishes to:
Bring the Site Back to Beneficial Use
Improving the quality of the existing offices to contemporary
standards, in order to attract long term tenants that add value to their
local communities and businesses and provide income that supports
the charitable focus of the Trust.
Improve the Local Streetscape
Make changes that will improve Pelham Street, respecting the adjoining
conservation areas and heritage buildings, and contribute to the varied
architecture of South Kensington and Brompton Cross.

Reduce our Environmental Impact
Improve the site’s environmental performance in the face of climate change
by reusing and refurbishment wherever possible, and incorporating lowenergy, low-carbon measures in construction and operation. Support car-free
development and more sustainable modes of travel.

Promote Health and Wellbeing
Create spaces and landscapes that support holistic health and wellbeing in the
workplace and to contribute to the wider environment and habitats.
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History and Architecture
Heterogeneous Architecture
This area of Kensington has an architectural diversity resulting
from consecutive periods of growth since the 1830s, mostly
commissioned by charitable estates and trusts. It has a corresponding
variety of uses including offices, gym, houses of varied size and
prominent retailers. The near surroundings have buildings from many
periods; the 19th century white terraces of Pelham Crescent and Place
by George Bassevi, the colourful Edwardian faience of Michelin House
and South Kensington Station, the distinct Byzantine base and upper
oriel windows of the Metropolitan District Railway Dining Rooms
(49 Pelham Street) and mid-20th century offices and housing around
Brompton Cross.

Area used as plant nursery 1815-32
Greenwoods Map, 1828
Establishment of Pelham Crescent & Place by
G Bassevi, 1833-45
OS Map surveyed 1863-65

40 Pelham Street developed in the 19th & 20th centuries
accommodating light industrial workshops with
distinctive monitor rooflights, as well as coffee shops
and tobacconists.

In 1957 the site was cleared and 14 singlestorey garages erected.
Aerial photograph, 1970

Aerial photograph, 1824

The current building dates from
1988 and was built in a mixed
neo-classical style by architects de
Brant, Joyce & Partners. The site
retained 11of the 1950s garages.
The buildings were used as estate
management offices for Smith’s
Charity.
From top; Pelham Crescent, Michelin House,
Railway infrastructure, nearby educational and
cultural destinations including the Natural History
Museum, Royal Albert Hall and V&A.
Right from top; Metropolitan District Railway Dining
Rooms, the architectural variety of the area seen in
Queensgate.

Architects’ drawings, 1987
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Design Overview

3.

All existing garages and car parking
are removed. A series of new gardens,
designed by Dan Pearson, will integrate
the buildings into the garden landscape.

4.

The new building is shaped to be lower to
the rear, reducing by a storey and keeping a
distance from the existing boundary walls with
the residential properties to the rear.

5.

Introduction to the Design
The proposals aim to make the most of the site’s existing
assets: keeping the existing building as far as possible, retaining the
rhythm of the continuous brick base, and the existing clusters of
mature trees.
On the eastern side of the plot, where the site is narrow and the
distance to the rear of Pelham Crescent is at its narrowest, the
building is retained. The internal floor levels, roof and facades are
reconfigured to provide better daylight and floor heights required for
two modern office levels.
Where the plot becomes much wider to the west, the remainder of
the existing office building and single storey garages are replaced
with a three-storey, timber framed building and basement. The
building reduces in size to the rear and slims at the western gable in
deference to the immediate neighbours.
Gardens and greenery surround the two buildings, anchored by a
new central entrance courtyard. Walled gardens around the boundary
provide natural amenity to future occupiers, neighbours and passersby, and support local habitats and new flora and fauna.

1.

The new office is positioned to
protect tree roots and uses the
existing mature trees to provide
natural privacy and good views.

Refurbished office building is
largely unchanged beyond window
and internal improvements and the
replacement of flat roof sections.

2.

New 3-storey sustainable office
building with a retained brick
base and new timber ‘oriel’
window upper section

6.

The end gable is slimmed to half width
presenting a slender elevation when
seen from the street and increasing the
distance to the Grade II listed buildings.
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Design Strategy

1. Retain and revitalise the
existing brick frontage

2. Create a garden landscape
across the site

3. Refurbished and new offices

Landscape Masterplan
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West building

East building

-- Maintain material and visual continuity along the street
-- Adapt to improve appearance and function of the buildings
-- Extend and alter to create entrances and define spaces

-- Enhance the street and office setting with a series of courtyards
and pocket gardens
-- Complement the surrounding residential gardens
-- Enable existing trees within and around the site to flourish
-- Preadapt to London’s future climate and changing biodiversity
Western courtyard & roof garden on upper level

-- Restore beneficial use of site with refurbished offices in the east
building ad new offices in the west building
-- Improve the east building’s energy performance and access to
natural light and ventilation
-- Deliver a low-energy sustainable new west building
-- Integrate the buildings into the local area with architecture that
responds to context

Central courtyard

Eastern cour
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Brick facade will be retained and upgraded

6

Gardens by 6a architects and Dan Pearson Studio that integrate
workplaces with natural settings
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Dan Pearson Studio Garden, DPS
6a Studio planters, DPS
Lowther Castle, DPS
Juergen Teller Studio London, 6a architects and DPS
Juergen Teller Studio London, 6a architects and DPS
Climbing plants, Dan Pearson Studio Garden, DPS
Water bowl, Millennium Forest Japan, DPS

Impression of the new sustainable office building with
its timber structure and open plan floors
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New Entrance on Pelham Street

Glazed arias open onto the
new garden space and form
a buffer to the offices behind

Pelham Street

A new garden courtyard forms
the main entrance

Space around existing Plane
Tree widened making a more
generous footpath

New Entrance Garden
At the heart of the proposal is a new entrance garden signalled by the 60-ft high
London plane tree at the centre of the site. It is framed by a curved crinkle-crankle
garden wall, which widens the pavement locally while creating a characterful new
entrance.
The new arrival courtyard facilitates circulation while providing a serene setting for
the main entrance for both buildings. Planted with species suited to the under-canopy
location, the garden is accessible to the public during working hours, offering a respite
amongst the surrounding greenery with the listed buildings to the rear. The glazed
atria for both buildings provide a visual buffer in both directions, while still enabling
daylight and visual amenity for the office occupants.
Right; Traditional English ‘crinkle crankle’ walls were used for garden
boundaries, impression of the new central garden and office entrance
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Integrating the Existing Trees

Lime T10
+19m
Robinia T8
+17m

Lime T7

London Plane T1

+18.5m

+18m

Lime T9
+13m

Sycamore T2

Sycamore T3

+15.5m

+15.5m

Lime T4
+16m
Lime T6
+11m

Cherry
+9m

Integrating the Building and Existing Trees
The site is surrounded by mature trees in the gardens of Pelham
Place and Crescent to the south and west. The trees reach well above
the roofs of the neighbouring buildings and their canopies form a
welcome green background from Pelham Street. They also naturally
improve privacy to the rear of the building and contribute to the
offices’ low-energy strategy by helping to reduce overheating from
the summer sun.

Cherry T5
+7.5m

At the centre of the site is a tall, mature plane tree, which signals
the main entrance for visitors and occupants. The buildings and the
footprint of the new basement have been set out to establish large
root protection and growth areas, informed by arboricultural surveys
and specialist site investigations.

Proposed Front Elevation with existing trees forming a background

Large lime trees bookend the site and so
restrict oblique views of the buildings. The
end gables are therefore relatively mute
with limited windows, that also serves to
improve privacy with the neighbouring
properties.

Proposed Rear Elevations nestled behind the existing trees

From top left; part elevation with tree species and
heights, prominent lime trees bookending the site and
the central plane tree from Brompton Cross and 49
Pelham Street.
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Roof Terrace
Garden Wrap

Landscape Masterplan

Pelham Street

Eastern Courtyard

Arrival Courtyard
Garden wrap at ground level

Western Courtyard
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Dan Pearson Studio Garden, DPS
Wisteria floribunda ‘Macrobotrys’
Anemone ‘Honorine ‘Jobert’
Fragaria vesca
Epimedium perralchicum ‘Frohnleiten’
Jasminum officinale ‘Clotted Cream’
Juergen Teller Studio London, 6a architects and DPS

1
2
3

Landscape Concept
The architectural proposals create new planting opportunities with the creation
of three interconnected external spaces. The landscape design provides planted
courtyards, a roof terrace and ample vertical planting along walls to provide visual
delight, privacy screening and a sense of wellbeing to passers-by on Pelham Street,
the neighbours, visitors and building occupants alike. The selection of planting will
be influenced by function, the site conditions, and suitability for future climate and
biodiversity.

Circulation diagram
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Landscape design provides a serene backdrop for
passersby, office users and neighbours alike.

South Elevation: vertical gardens to
provide visual interest and screening.
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Top: Garden in Dan Pearson’s London
studio. Bottom: garden in Jurgen Teller
Studio in Latimer Road by DPS and 6a.
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New Gardens

Lowther Castle Cumbria, DPS
Cercis canadensis ‘Forest Pansy’
Amelanchier lamarckii
Acanthus ‘Rue Laden’
Water bowl, Millenium Forest Japan, DPS
Geranium nodosum ‘Dark Form’

Arrival Courtyard
Eastern courtyard

Eastern courtyard

Rainwater collection
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Bin store
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East Building

Rainwater collection

Western courtyard
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-- Foreground beds are located immediately
Landscape
sketch
behind
theproposal
archways, with climbing plants
that are visible from the road

-- Primary entrance for both buildings, including
Circulation diagram
short stay cycle parking
Rainwater collection

Juergen Teller Studio London, 6a architects and DPS
Bin store
Cornus ‘Norman Hadden’
Fatsia polycarpa
Cycle stands
Sarcococca hookeriana digyna ‘Purple Stem’
Lonicera periclymenum ‘Sweet Sue’
Hedera pastuchovii
‘Ann Ala’ diagram
Circulation
Dryopteris wallichianum

Landscape layout

-- Planting beds facilitate circulation

Western Courtyard

Inground planting beds

Juergen Teller Studio London, 6a architects and DPS
Akebia longaeracemosa
Cercis canadensis - leaves
Kings Cross Plimsoll Building, David Morley Architects and DPS
Cercis canadensis
Amelanchier lamarckii - flowers
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Landscape layout

1
1
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Garden Wrap & Roof Terrace
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Covered cycle stands

Maggie's Centre Charing Cross, RSHP & DPS
Dan Pearson Studio garden bike stands
Circulation diagram

Eastern Courtyard
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Landscape layout

Juergen Teller Studio London, 6a architects and DPS
Akebia longaeracemosa
Cercis canadensis - leaves
Kings Cross Plimsoll Building, David Morley Architects and DPS
Cercis canadensis
Amelanchier lamarckii - flowers

2

3

Cycle stands

-- Planting beds along the boundary wall to
provide another layer of privacy

-- Lush central bed with new trees and a place to
stop and sit
1
2
3
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Bin store

Juergen Teller Studio London, 6a architects and DPS
Cornus ‘Norman Hadden’
Fatsia polycarpa
Sarcococca hookeriana digyna ‘Purple Stem’
Lonicera periclymenum ‘Sweet Sue’
Hedera pastuchovii ‘Ann Ala’
Dryopteris wallichianum
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Landscape sketch proposal
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Circulation diagram
4

Landscape sketch proposal
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-- Maximise planting opportunities while
accommodating movement associated with
external stair, bike stands, recycling and
refuse storage

-- Secured, private amenity spaces

-- Trees and climbing plants rise above the
garden walls to enhance approach from west

--

3

4

7

7

--

1
2
Year round constantCirculation
whilediagram
a perennial layer with 3
emergents would provide a looser and naturalistic4
5
character throughout the year
6
An 800mm raised planter would wrap the perimeter
7

of the roof terrace provide visual interest as well as
screening

Landscape sketch proposal
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Examples of planting types and species
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West Building

New Sustainable Office
The deeper west end of the plot will accommodate a new two and three-storey
office building. Built with a timber frame and with a highly insulated external envelope
the building will be low-energy in both its operation and the embodied energy of its
materials.

Metropolitan District Railway dining rooms, 49
Pelham Street with distinctive oriel windows,
1923

Oriel Chambers, Liverpool repeats
the oriel ‘bay’ type window along
its facade

Its architecture takes its root from the local area and from the retained brick frontage
of the original building which forms its base. Above, a series of tall timber windows
repeat the rhythm of the brick arches and pilasters below. The new façade is made from
a series of oriel windows, similar to those found in Oxbridge college halls or important
civic buildings such as Liverpool’s Oriel Chambers. The Metropolitan District Railway
Dining Rooms, opposite the site at 49 Pelham Street, has similar oriel windows that are
prominently expressed towards the street.
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Facade

b
b

a

b

a

Pelham Street Facade
At 40 Pelham Street, the oriel windows provide a refined expression that is both
traditional and contemporary, whilst bringing north light to the upper offices. The small
pane sizes and deep glazing bars will give privacy to offices from the street. Arched
windows below will share the detailing of the upper timber and glass section.
The front of the building is three storeys in height but is expressed as two clear
volumes; the lower brick base and the filigree timber and glass upper. The expression
of the first floor is adjusted so it position is concealed within the tall windows, keeping
a neat and slender expression from the street.
Copper gutters and slender eaves strike a delicate line to the top of the building.

Left to right; copper rainwater goods strike a delicate line at
the eaves of the new building, the new ‘oriel’ windows match the
rhythm of the retained brick base, the close pattern of window
transoms and mullions give privacy and make the three storey
building appear as two distinct elements, the windows will be
traditionally inspired made from stained timber
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Materials
The materiality of the building is chosen to match the
mineral palette of the surrounding buildings and uses
colour and textures to set the building in harmony
with its immediate neighbours. All materials are
selected for their capacity to age gracefully and be
able to weather and be maintained over the years.

3.

Brick
Rear and side facades are made from brick with a
simple pattern of soldier courses and lintels to reflect
the rhythm and interest of the front facade. Timber
(accoya is proposed) windows are sized to domestic
scale, like traditional sash windows. This provides a
greater sense of privacy to the rear.

6.

The brick rear facade will have cabling or trellis to
support plants to grow vertically and across the southfacing facades and gable ends.

1.

4.

Timber
Bepoke, durable accoya timber frames are proposed
for all front and rear windows and the atria glazing.
These will stained to be in harmony with the site’s
natural colours of browns and greys. Blinds will
be fitted internally to minimise heat gain, glare and
artificial light spill.
Detailing
Copper metalwork is proposed to bring moments of
refinement and detail to the outer facades including
rainwater pipes and slender gutters.

1. Impression of the rear elevation made from brick and slender timber windows
2. The brick detailing will express some of the rhythm of the front facade but with
a more subdued expression 3. The ends of the building will reflect some of the
idiosyncratic brickwork of the area repeating elegant curved terminations 4. 6a’s
Fox Garden for the South London Gallery uses brick paths similar to the proposals
for 40 Pelham Street 5. A trellis or cable structure will be installed to support the
growth of plants up and across the rear and side facades 6. Metal rainwater goods
and roof will give a delicate expression to the top of the building 7. Accoya wood
will be used for the windows, a very durable and stable timber.
2.

5.

7.
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East Building Refurbishment
The East Building will be extensively refurbished to provide
two storeys of office space and improve the environmental
performance of the current building.
The main entrance of the building will be relocated to the
western gable, through the new central courtyard and glazed
atrium.
The first floor slab will be raised to allow the ground floor to be
converted from carpark to office space.
The roof line will be evened out to introduce a rooflight to the
top floor and accommodate suitable internal floor to ceiling
heights for both storeys.
The rear elevation will remain unaltered; however, the arches
in the front elevation will be fitted with high performance
timber framed windows, detailed to match the base of the West
Building, to bring more natural light and ventilation into the
building for both floors.
The roof and building envelope will be re-insulated, and smart
blinds will be installed to enable control of heat gain, light
spill, and privacy. Heating and cooling will be provided through
sustainable ground source heat pump technology.

3 Pelham Crescent

Front Elevation: East Building

Cross Section

63-81 Pelham Street
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Plans

N

Ground Floor

Basement
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40 Pelham Street

Plans

First Floor
N

Second Floor
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Sections and Elevations

3 Pelham Crescent

63-81 Pelham Street

12 Pelham Crescent

63-81 Pelham Street

13 Pelham Crescent

63-81 Pelham Street

Cross Sections

Front Elevation

Rear Elevation
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Transport, Access and Delivery

N

All deliveries shall enter to the central arrival garden. Recycling and refuse
will be collected from either end of the site.
A delivery and loading bay will be created on the northern side from the old
vehicular entrance and egress at No. 63-81.
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Resident Associations and Councillor Feedback & Changes

1. Land Use confirmed as Offices
2. Removed all Car Parking
3. Replaced External Services and Rooftop Air Conditioning
4. Removed Proposed Meeting Rooms and Staircase from Rear Elevation
5. Timber Cladding had been proposed and now replaced with Brick
6. Designed narrower more vertical rear windows for privacy
7. Incorporating Public Realm Improvements
8. Additional Security Improvements included
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Fitting in with the Surroundings

Pelham Place

Pelham Crescent

Pelham Street

Pelham Street

Fulham Road

View from Brompton Cross towards Pelham Street. Spring / Summer / Autumn
months.

View from Brompton Cross towards Pelham Street. Winter / early
Spring months.

View from Fulham Road towards Pelham Street. A very
limited extent of the roof to be seen above the gardens
in Winter months only.

View from Fulham Road towards Pelham Crescent
and Pelham Street. The building mass will not be
seen in this location.

Responding to its Context
The building needs to respond considerately to its local condition
and the immediate neighbouring buildings particularly given its
proximity to the Conservation Area and listed buildings. Whilst the
area is a heterogenous mix of architectural periods, its buildings are
predominately 3-4 storeys in height, rising to 5-7 storeys at the junction
of Brompton Cross. The drawings above mark the 5m height of 40
Pelham Street’s front brick elevation against local buildings and its new
eave position in green.
The following images describe the building superimposed onto the
site from a number of viewpoints. The proposals have been carefully
modelled to understand its proximity and adjacency from near and
further away. They must also respond to the seasons and are here
represented with trees in leaf as well as during winter months.
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Fitting in with the Surroundings

View towards Pelham Place (to the left) and
Pelham Crescent (to the right). The building
mass will not be seen in this location.

View from Pelham Street towards Brompton Cross. Spring / Summer /
Autumn months.

View from Pelham Street towards Brompton Cross.
Winter months.

View towards no. 16 and 18 Pelham Place. The
building mass will not be seen in this location.

View from Pelham Street towards Brompton Cross. Spring / Summer /
Autumn months.

View from Pelham Street towards Brompton Cross. Winter months.
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Anticipated Timeline

i.

Planning application: Target Autumn 2020

ii. Start on site: Target Summer 2021
iii. Construction duration: Anticipated to be approx. 18 months
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Ambitions and Benefits

i.

New garden landscape established across the site, designed by
renowned landscape designer and horitculturalist Dan Pearson.

ii. Removal of existing garages, hardstanding and associated vehicles.
iii. Two buildings are set within the gardens; one reused and
refurbished, the other a low-energy sustainable new construction.
iv. Creation of a new central garden entrance around the London
plane tree giving more space to the street.
v. Buildings to remain as offices and be improved rather than
converted to other uses.
vi. Areas currently troubled by littering and unwanted behaviour will
be resolved and security upgraded.
vii. Gardens planted along the boundary walls will protect the existing
mature trees providing natural privacy and beautiful views.
viii.A basement will provide the building with ground source heat,
a quiet green fossil fuel-free energy source, removing any air
handling equipment from the roof.
ix. The site will be rejuvinated as a quiet, peaceful place of work that
promoting wellbeing in the workplace.
x. Realise a new building of exceptional design by 6a architects
and made of high quality materials that will contribute to the
architecture of Pelham Street and the surrounding area for many
years to come.
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